
APPLE IPHONE CASE STUDY

When CEO Steve Jobs announced in January that Apple would be releasing a revolutionary. iPhone five months hence,
consumers waited with bated.

The map also indicates that the quality of other phones remains within a reasonable acceptable level, but the
prices for all other phones are lower initially during the introduction phase. Cellular- news. I reviewed Apple
form K deeply. An effective marketing mix strategy is highly essential in achieving success for the product.
These forecasts are much higher than those of other industry analysts, who generally expect smartphone unit
sales to hit about 1 billion a year by  Case Study This will obviously have a huge impact on the mobile
Internet economy, which is already exploding from the growth of smartphone penetration in the past few
years. All Subjects. As for instance, Apple iPhone 4S have important features including portable media player,
8 mega pixel video camera, web browsing capabilities, Internet client with email, 3G connectivity and wifi.
Conclusion Over-hyped or not, Apple deserved kudos for coming up with a product idea like the iPhone and
also implementing it successfully. In case of Apple iPhone 4S, its augmented features include its availability
in instalments, better service centres from Apple in the form of i-stores etc. We all know Apple is a big
company with worldwide reputation. And iphone is pricey. And making a big favour to Nokia and Motorola.
A brief introduction about the importance of marketing mix strategy has been presented which is followed by
a brief description of iPhone 4S including its price and feature. Here we give pictorial representation of
landmarks of the company: Entry into the Mobile Phone Market The foundations for the development of the
iPhone were laid in when Jobs declared at an executive conference, "D: All Things Digital," that the future of
mobile communication and information exchange lay with mobile phone. Cnet News. As a result of this, those
consumers cannot be considered as having complete knowledge of the product offered by the company Shimp,
 The company released the latest version, I OS 6 in September  Failing to assemble the right marketing mix
can result in a catastrophic introduction to the market. Page 3 of 29 Marketing Management Apple Inc. Apart
from this, the target market for iPhone 4S also includes the customers of previous versions of iPhone who
wish to upgrade their iPhone to iPhone 4S Smartphone wars: iPhone 4S vs. In my opinion Apple should
continue this strategy. Although malicious attacks to gain access to PII affect many companies across various
industries, the Company may be at a relatively greater risk of being targeted because of its high profile and the
amount of PII managed. As I mentioned earlier Apple sold 1 million iPhones less than three month after its
release in  Some analysts opined that the iPhone might not live up to expectations. I use recent figures to for
analyses. Finally, thede augmented product indicates the add-ons that are extrinsic to the product and they
have the potential to influence the buying decision of consumers Seaton and Bennett,  The assessment of
product strategy, pricing strategy and promotion strategy of iPhone 4S indicates that it is an innovative
product and the prices are designed keeping in view the requirements of middle end consumers. Case Study
and therefore need to be thoroughly familiar with good customer relation's practice. Case Study series. On
Friday, the stock dipped below the upper band of our buy zone for a short-term trade. Customers customer are
likely to be loyal to organizations that serve them well - from the way in which a telephone query is handled,
to direct face-to-face interactions. Today a company like HTC could make this kind of cellphone. However,
still it is a furious growth for apple in all over the world. They could emerge in any areas such as production
lines, technological aspects or selling process and cause big failures. With the release of Blackberry 10 just
two days away, investors are starting to ask if there really is any room left for Research In Motion's latest
offering.


